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Baker Act

19-27139

Parkview Dr

W/M from a group home was taken into protective custody for a Baker Act

Domestic
DisturbancePhysical

19-27190

Ryecast Pl

Domestic
DisturbancePhysical

19-27170

Black Bear Ln

JPC

19-27205

Birchwood Dr

S1 attempted to take their 1 YOA child from V1 while she was holding the child. As
S1 attempted to take the child, V1 pushed him away. V1 stated S1 then slapped
her in the face. V1 refused to complete a written statement of the incident. S1
was determined to be the primary aggressor, and was arrested reference BatteryDomestic.
S1 and her husband V1, were involved in a verbal altercation. V1 went into the
bathroom of the home, and S1 followed him. S1 then struck V1 in the face with a
plastic clothes hanger. S1 fled the scene, prior to LE arrival. A charging affidavit
was completed and will be passed onto dayshift in an attempt to locate.
S1 was not home charges forwarded for VOP

JPC

19-27212

Bunker Knolls

O1 was at home, in compliance

APC

19-27218

Bunker Lane

O1 was at home, in compliance

Trespassing

19-27150

Sawgrass Rd

Suspicious
Incident

19-27274

Satinwood St

APC

19-27177

Sandlewood Lane

APC

19-27184

Mahogany Blvd

O1 advised that on 3/20/19 at approximately 5:00PM she observed O2 at the
ballfields in the parking lot. Deputy Kandour located a trespass served to O2;
contact was made with O2 at his house who admitted to being on the property for
a short time. If the county wishes to press charges, FCSO will forward charges.
RP called 911 advising someone was “beating up her baby daddy” in the street, a
third party caller contacted dispatch and advised there sounded like a disturbance
in the area. After numerous attempts, RP was seen in the window on the PX with
someone and did not appear to be in any distress. All attempts to make contact via
PX and at the door were ignored; there was fresh tire marks on the roadway and
there was no blood or weapons observed in the area.
Unable to make contact with O1 due to locked gate on the property. Emailed to
TIPS
Contact was made with O1. Emailed to TIPS

APC

19-27182

CORD 200

DATE: 3.20.2019

Unable to make contact with O1 due to multiple aggressive dogs on the property.
Emailed to TIPS

